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Programa : WW Rafting Guide and Trekking the Andes. 
 
Nido de Aguilas’ week without walls provide to students some unique teaching sessions 
in the great outdoor. 
To us whitewater rafting meets many of Nido’s educational components. This will be the 
5th year we offer this program to Nido and we have been thinking on making it a bit more 
transversal for the students. 
For 2018 we will spend time on and in the river as usual but also hiking in remote 
locations doing a 3 days circuit between the foothills of Monte Tronador and lake Todos 
los Santos. 
We think students will learn skills in both environments they will need all along their life in 
any outdoor or indoor ambient. 
When we talk about real life and of working under pressure at the office … what about 
using the skills needed to re-flip a raft and get your 5 team mates back on board before 
next rapid ….  
Problem solving happens all the time in our life, well along our trek we will have to cross 
streams and work together to keep our gear and ourselves dry… 

 
We will be immerged on a specific ecosystem for a week and will discover and get to 
know the specificities of this beautiful lake/river ecosystem. The río Petrohue comes from 
lake Todos los Santos where we will be hiking for 3 days, the best way to understand this 
river life. 
Steering/Guiding a raft needs obviously skills but mostly a good sense of leadership to 
make sure your crew will respond the way you want at the right time.  
You have to work on your skills to teach your group the abilities they (you) will need and 
you have to assess every single paddler in the crew to know who you can trust, who can 
give the rhythm to the paddling, how everybody will react in case of a swim and in many 
other situations. This is a fast way to learn management over a group of up to 6 fellows. 
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November 3rd  : Meeting up with the team. 
Flight from Santiago to Puerto Montt. 
We pick up the students at PMC airport in the afternoon. 
We drive to nearby Puerto Varas which will be the last city for the week… 
Then we make it to Hotel Petrohue on the shoreline of Lake Todos los Santos for our 
welcome dinner. 
Time to set details up for the coming days. 
Overnight in cabañas at Petrohue lodge on the beach. 
 
November 4th  : Introduction to whitewater. 
Breakfast with your team of instructors where each student will have to develop shortly 
why (s)he has been choosing this camp and her/his background in whitewater activities 
and sports in general.  
We have a presentation of what will the development of the sessions be and provide a 
detailed manual for students.  
Our trip leader will present the job of a raft guide and we drive to the nearby river for our 
first trip down the Petrohue river. 
Every student receives the kit for the coming days : Neopren long johns, Neopren Jacket, 
Homologated helmet and pfd. 
We will run our first trip of the week. Each instructor will work closely with his day crew 
(along the days we switch groups so each student gets to paddle with other students and 
other instructor). 
On this first trip the idea is to identify the role of each paddler and develop a perfect 
gesture in the paddling and in the team work. 
 
The plan is to stop beside a rapid and go for some scouting, this means identifying the 
hazards we find on the river and along the rapids. An important part of the learning goes 
through river reading and allows students to know better each water motion. 
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Priority is safety and in our world this goes through taking the right decision in a situation 
of crisis. We will spend a fair amount of time in practicing aggressive swimming 
techniques in whitewater for every student. Through the same exercise we work on the 
safety procedures while on the river. 
This also allows us to know better abilities of each member of the team and begin to work 
on specific skills. 
We enjoy our lunch box on the river bank and get ready for our first drills as “raft guides”. 
We keep going downstream on our rafts after the rapids end and we have easy water to 
travel along and spend some time guiding our own raft. 
Each student will be steering the raft and we work on basics like eddying out and in and 
ferrying across the river. 
Dinner back at Petrohue lodge and overnight at the cabins. 
Day achievements : getting to discover a new field with its specificities and learning to 
interact with it. Committing to each other situation and to the group. Understanding the 
importance of safety. 
Taking responsibility of driving the group down the river. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
November 5th :  On the water 
This morning we will discuss about the theory we studied the day before and about the 
handling of the raft on the water. 
Then we will get ready to drive our rafts but this time in fast moving water. Before each 
rapid we will set a plan up with your instructor and then try to stick to the plan along the 
waves and hydraulics.  
The idea is to learn how does the raft react on the water and how to work with our team, 
taking responsibility of it. 
We will have 2 to 3 laps on the 11 kms stretch of whitewater we have today, working very 
hard and cleaning every move. 
Lunch break will be on the river bank “as usual”. 
During our last lap we will have some rescue exercises to work with throw bags and 
aggressive swimming in white water. 
Each student will be taking care of his team and will learn how to throw ropes to 
swimmers. 
Dinner at Petrohue lodge and overnight in cabin. 
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Day achievements : Building responsible behaving through getting fellow paddlers in the 
rapids. Students will have to make decision and commit to them. We will  also understand 
the importance of safety in these activities and will develop some skills we need to know 
when practicing anything beside water. 
 
 
November 6th :  Into the wild. 
Today starts maybe earlier than usual as we will get ready for our 3 days hike. 
We want to hit the trail at 9h00 and the first day of a new activity is always slower so 
breakfast will be at 6h45, there are worst places in the world to look at the sunrise than 
the lake Todos los Santos :) 
We drive to the mouth of Reloncavi fjord and head towards the Cabeza de Vaca pass 
overlooking the fjord. 
Our hike will take us to laguna Cayutue and from there we head towards the East, this is 
a long day hiking immersed in the rain forest until we reach our camp for tonight at the 
Bandurria (Buff necked ibis) valley. We are at some settlers’ property where we have 
access to shelter and basic facilities. 
Camp set up for a part of the group while the other part works on our dinner. 
We go to bed early after such a day. 
Camping at Bandurria valley. 
Day achievements : Switching to another activity and getting organized for the packing. 
Team work at camp with students teaming up to take responsibilities for the entire group. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
November 7th :  To the hot springs. 
Today is shorter in terms of hiking but will not be short on lookouts. We have incredible 
views towards Monte Tronador, the highest peak in our area (3.491 m) at the border with 
Argentina. 
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The trail we follow was actually the route native were taking to get from the Pacific 
(Reloncavi fjord) to the Argentinean pampas. Vuriloche is the name of the pass and 
means “people from the other side of the mountain” in Mapudungun. During the Spanish 
conquest this same trail was used by Jesuit missionaries to go from Puerto Montt to 
found the first catholic missions on the shores of lake Nahuel Huapi (beside what is 
Bariloche nowadays). 
Our hike will get us to la Junta or confluence and the Vuriloche hot springs and refugio. 
What better plan than soaking in the springs after being on the tail for 2 days. 
Same as the day before students will be helping along guides to get all the logistics set 
up for dinner and camping.  
Day achievements : Working on the logistics for a multi day expedition (pack horses, food 
etc) and getting to discover the way of life of settlers in such remote areas.= 
 
 
November 8th : Reaching back lake Todos los Santos . 
Today we will follow the incredibly beautiful valley of the rio Blanco that flows between 
walls of granite covered by native forest. 
We will have to cross the river in different occasions and follow our trail downstream this 
crystal clear river. 
This is a very long day of hiking (8 to 9 hours) as going accross the river in several 
occasions take a lot of time. 
When reaching the lake, our boat is awaiting us and we will cross the lake Todos los 
Santos to get to Petrohue and our dinner and cabins. 
Day achievements : Achievement of the trek itself, endurance after 3 days of hard work 
and at the same time keeping a good spirit in the group. 
 
 
November 9th : Last day on the river. 
In the morning we will have time to refresh our rafting skills while paddling down the 
Petrohue river and get prepared for the afternoon when we will take an “exam” as raft 
guides. 
During the afternoon trip we will have to demonstrate we mastered some skills of steering 
the raft, taking care of our crew and at the same time some rescue aptitude while 
throwing ropes and flipping back the raft. 

 
After the last trip on the river the group of instructors will be spending time personally with 
each student to have a complete debriefing of the week and get some great feedback for 
everybody. 
 
We then get to Puerto Montt airport in the evening for the flight to Santiago. 
 
Day achievements : Students will have to work efficiently and use the skills learned under 
the pressure of an exam. This is a situation they will find always in their every day life. 
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Packing list per activity : 

 
 What do we provide What to bring  
Rafting - Neopren wet suit 

- Neopren jackets 
- USCG Homologated pfds (2016 & 

2017) and helmets 
- Comprehensive FA kit 
- 13 and 14 foot rafts 
- Paddles 
- Ropes, Carabiners, Pulleys etc… 
- Throw bags 
- Dry bags and cases 
- Communication (cell phones and 

radios) 
- Photos/Video tools 

- Towel 
- Swimming suit 
- Thick Base layer (long johns, LS t 

shirts, cap) that will get wet 
- Wool, neoprene or fleece hat to go 

under the helmet 
- Neoprene socks 
- Good traction Sneakers that will 

get wet  
If you cannot find neopren socks or 
hats (check out surf shop) do not 
hesitate to ask us and we can indicate 
you where to buy them. 

Trekking - Pack horses for collective gear and 
tents 

- Meals 
- Tents 
- Collective gear 
- Transportation by boat and van 

- Sleeping bag and pad 
- Hiking boots 
- Hiking poles 
- Backpack 

 

Meals / 
Lodging 

- Hot and hearty Breakfast served at the cabins. 
- Dinners served at petrohue lodge during the rafting time. 
- Overnights at cabins on the lake Todos los Santos, cabins allow us to separate 

genders and have groups of up to 7 persons in each cabin. 
- Camping during the 2 nights of trekking 

Any comment or question about what to pack; throw us a line at info@kokayak.cl  
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Frequently asked questions 
- Do I need experience on any activity?  

 
NO, you just need to know how to swim and we 
will begin every day with a complete safety 
briefing and a comprehensive practice during 
which we insist on your safety, skills learning and 
enjoyment. 
 
 
- How cold are the waters? 

During spring the río Petrohue reaches 15o 
Celsius  what is petty warm considering we use 
wet suits. 
Outside, this will depend, it can be fairly cold to 
fairly warm and with all the nuances in between.  

 
 

- What about the instructors? 
We are all dedicated outdoor people and have 
been working (in Chile and abroad) as raft guides 
and rafting instructors for at least 10 years (more 
for some of us:). We make sure we will share 
more than just techniques but the experience of 
outdoor leaders. 
We are trained and certified in wilderness first aid 
and in swift water rescue techniques 
(www.iria.org). 
At the beginning of every season we realize a training workshop in safety and rescue in 
the stretches of water where we work. 
Ko’KayaK has been operating trips and courses in these specialties and in this area since 
1999. 

 
Our priority after the group safety is 
making your trip with us the 
experience of a lifetime and to 
develop a long term relationship 
between us and our fellow paddlers. 
Most of the Nido students (and 
teachers) come and pay a visit 
during summer with friends and 
family, this is the real achievement 
of this course for us :) 
 
Ko’KayaK has been working as a 
Week Without Walls supplier since 
2014. 
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Head Instructor : 

Tomas Binimelis : Chile, born 1986 
Has been raft guiding and trip leading in Australia, Chile, Italy, Argentina, Nepal, Austria, 
Morocco, Peru etc…  
Currently works as rafting trip leader on the Futaleufu river 
Wilderness Advanced First Aid: April  2018 
Swift water rescue technician Level 3 
Head instructor Nido’s week without wall rafting program in November 2015 and 2016. 
 
Jose Cuadrado : Spain, born 1967 
Trekking guide in the lakes district in Chile and Argentina, hiking and raft guide in Colorado 
USA. 
Wilderness First Responder : November 2016 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Tomas (Bini) acompanying a student 
for her first jump during WWW 2016 


